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Chapter 41: Only fish to be slaughtered! 

"Why are you here!?" 

"You are here, who is the one who ran out just now?" 

"No! You are not the same person!" 

"But, the breath on you is exactly the same, how is this possible!?" 

Ye Liang jumped up from the sofa as if he had seen a ghost. 

This black-robed man is exactly the same as the previous black-robed man, which is simply against 

common sense! 

Even twins are different. 

What's more, after practicing, a person's breath will become more unique, and it will be extremely 

difficult to imitate. 

Ye Liang felt that his cognition had to be subverted! 

At this moment, the black-robed man drew out his long knife cruelly and slashed it down! 

at the same time. 

Lu Lao and Black Snake who chased out the door were equally shocked! 

Because after they chased a corner, two men in black robes appeared in front of them! 

The same appearance, the same breath, not the slightest difference! 

"This this this!" 

"What exactly is going on?" 

"How come there are two murderers!?" 

Old Lu and Black Snake looked at each other dullly, and they both saw the incredible in each other's 

eyes. 

At the same time, a feeling of incomparable horror gradually grew in their hearts, and their vests 

gradually became wet with cold sweat. 

Just when Old Lu and Black Snake froze in place as if they were facing their enemies, Su Lang was also 

looking at the two in front of them. 

That's right, among the two black-robed men, one is Su Lang himself. 

"Properties panel!" 

Looking at the two people in front of him, Su Lang immediately called out their attribute panel and 

learned their information. 
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The old man named Lu Gong, an intermediate martial artist, has practiced two basic exercises. 

A Turtle Breath Forging Body Art, and a Floating Willow Sword Technique, the mastery levels are both 

entry-level. 

However, it is not known that Lu Gong is old and physically weak, or has a dark illness. This person's 

attack level is only an ordinary intermediate warrior. 

Moreover, Lu Gong's defense and body skills are only Intermediate Martial Artist-, only the endurance is 

Intermediate Martial Artist+. 

In general, this person's combat power is much weaker than the average intermediate martial artist. 

As for the other Black Snake, there is nothing to say. The ordinary junior warrior masters the simplest 

Guiyuan Body Forging Art. 

"You...who are you guys?" 

"Why are you targeting the Ye Family?" 

Lu Gong didn't seem to be stretched anymore, he took a deep breath and asked nervously. 

"Old stuff..." 

Su Lang sneered, "You are blind and can't tell that I'm here for revenge?" 

"Find revenge from our Ye family?" 

The black snake drank inwardly, "You are afraid that you are looking for the wrong person!" 

In his opinion, Lu Lao is an intermediate martial artist, plus himself, the opponent is definitely not his 

opponent in the case of two-on-two! 

"Hehe... a Ye family in just a mile..." 

A sneer flashed in Su Lang's eyes. 

"Despise the Ye Family? You are not qualified yet!" 

Lu Gong let out an angry growl, his body and sword merged into one, killing Su Lang in no time. 

The black snake also brandished a long knife and blatantly killed it. 

Fighting against a junior warrior with the power of an intermediate warrior, Lu Gong was full of 

confidence in his heart. 

He believes that if he goes down with this sword, the other party can't resist it! 

"Ye Family? It's just fish to be slaughtered!" 

With a flick of Su Lang's thumb, a swath of sword light popped out of the scabbard, and then a large 

amount of lightning emerged, condensing on the blade. 

The clone is the same action. 



In an instant, two long knives flickered with thunder, and they were terrifying! 

"Thunder attribute technique!" 

Lu Gong and Black Snake were shocked when they saw the thunder and lightning. 

Especially Lu Gong, his full confidence was instantly broken and turned into a stormy sea! 

But at this time, the two of them were covered in water and hard to harvest, so they could only bite the 

bullet and kill Su Lang. 

"Dark Moon, Shun!" 

With a move of Su Lang's wrist, the Tang Knife wrapped by thunder and lightning slashed through the 

air, bursting with a gorgeous and deadly light in front of the black snake. 

Facing this extremely powerful knife, the black snake's eyes shrank suddenly, like falling into an ice cave. 

"Boom~!" 

"Qiang——!!!" 

After the stern metal trembling, there was a harsh metal cracking sound. 

I saw a broken blade tearing through the air and piercing the wall violently. At the same time, a burst of 

hot blood flew out from the black snake's neck like a water arrow. 

At the same time, Su Lang's avatar was also staggered with Lu Gong's body, and the outcome was 

unclear. 

However, after seeing the pain and despair on the black snake's face, Lu Gong instantly chose to retreat. 

He quickly ran towards the room where Ye Liang was, but didn't notice that Su Lang behind him was not 

anxious at all, and he even wanted to laugh a little! 

Chapter 42: Was it a pleasant surprise? 

"Go, I'll keep the surprise for you..." 

Su Lang smiled lightly, and followed Lu Gong with his clone. 

Lu Gong tried his best to rush towards the room where Ye Liang was, but as soon as he ran halfway, he 

heard the sound of gold and iron fighting. 

Moreover, Ye Liang's shouts were mixed in it. 

"How can you know the real secret of Reis? This is one of the secrets that my family does not pass on!" 

"Stop, I'm the sixth young master of the Ye family! I tell you to stop!" 

"You, a little warrior, dare to fight against my Ye family, you will definitely die miserably!" 

"Dog offal, put down the knife, we will clear our grievances!" 

"Ah! My back! How dare you chop me!" 
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"Stop, I admit defeat, I was wrong..." 

"..." 

Ye Liang's voice changed from ferocious in the beginning to stern and visceral, and finally turned into 

frightened and subdued. 

"Master was attacked!" 

Lu Gong's dashing body trembled suddenly, and a chill rose on his back. 

Immediately after he rushed into the room, he saw Ye Liang dodge around with fear. 

His usual posture of aloft disappeared, and the whole person was like a stray dog that was forced to an 

end. 

And the person who chased Ye Liang was another black-robed man! ! 

"This...what the **** is going on?" 

"Where are these black-robed people!?" 

Lu Gong was stunned, his eyes widened and his mouth was dumbfounded. 

"Lu Gong! Come and save me!!" 

Seeing Lu Gong appearing at the door, Ye Liang's eyes suddenly burst out with hope. 

"Huh!" 

A brilliant knife light with thunder and lightning slashed Ye Liang's back, suddenly adding a terrifying 

scar. 

"what!!" 

"Lu Gong!" 

"Quickly, save me!" 

Ye Liang was staggering in pain, and kept crying for help. 

In fact, if Su Lang didn't want to take Ye Liang's life for the time being, and the clone had already hacked 

Ye Liang to death, would he give him a chance to beg for mercy? 

"Master..." 

Lu Gong opened his mouth, then gritted his teeth and fled outside. 

At this time, Lu Gong was completely scared to death. He didn't know if there would be a fourth black-

robed man, a fifth black-robed man... 

And even the current three men in black robes are definitely not something he can contend with. 

At the moment of life and death, he chose to save his life without hesitation. 



Even if Ye Liang's death would cost him a great price, it was much better than just dying. 

"Lu Gong! Don't go, don't go!" 

"what--!" 

Seeing that Lu Gong turned to escape, Ye Liang's hope broke instantly. He made a desperate sound, and 

his whole person was almost on the verge of collapse! 

Ye Liang really doesn't want to die! 

He is the sixth young master of the Ye family, and he is also very qualified. He has a bright future and a 

great life waiting for him to enjoy! 

At this moment, Ye Liang saw that Lu Gong, who ran out of the gate, was back! 

However, Lu Gong came back with weak legs. 

The scene that followed immediately made Ye Liang's hair terrifying. 

I saw two figures in black robes appearing at the door, long knives in their hands surrounded by thunder 

and lightning, with a strong **** and cruel aura. 

"Three...three men in black robes!" 

Ye Liang trembled with fear. 

"Finally met, the sixth young master of the Ye family." 

"I didn't expect it to be me, was it a pleasant surprise?" 

Su Lang took off his mask, his cold voice was slightly playful. 

"It's you!!" 

Ye Liang, who saw Su Lang's face instantly thundered, almost stared. 

Ye Liang certainly knew Su Lang, because he had investigated Su Lang before giving the order. 

"No! I only ordered you to be killed yesterday!" 

"You should be a corpse, why are you here?" 

"You are just an ordinary person, how can you become a powerful warrior overnight?" 

"Who are you? Are you a man or a ghost?" 

"Ah--! This is not true!" 

"..." 

Ye Liang screamed incomparably collapsed, his throat tearing apart. 

He felt like he was having a nightmare, and everything around him was false. 



He used his hands and feet together, dragging his limp body madly around, trying to escape this 

terrifying dream! 

Except for Ye Liang, Lu Gong was also extremely messy. 

He had met Su Lang, and he also knew that Ye Liang had ordered Su Lang to be killed. 

Su Lang appeared in front of him at this time, which was simply incredible to Lu Gong! 

Chapter 43: It's kind of not too late 

"Master Ye, something is wrong with you!" 

"What about your superior posture? How about your arrogant arrogance?" 

Su Lang smiled slightly, walked slowly to Ye Liang with a long knife in his hand, and looked at him faintly. 

"me..." 

"I was wrong... I knelt down for you!" 

"Please forgive me, I don't want to die!" 

Facing the great horror between life and death, Ye Liang completely lost his dignity. 

He knelt down in shame in front of Su Lang, his eyes and face were full of pleading expressions. 

"Your Ye family killed my parents." 

"It's not enough, you have to kill me." 

"Master Six, do you think you can survive?" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth raised, revealing an indifferent sneer. 

"I...I am willing to compensate you!" 

"I have a lot of gold coins... and spirit stones!" 

Ye Liang hurriedly took out some spirit stones from his body, and then opened the box next to him. 

Immediately afterwards, he held the spirit stone in one hand and the gold coin in the other, humblely 

raised it above his head and dedicated it to Su Lang. 

However, the corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, and he was unmoved, looking extremely cold and 

ruthless! 

"Please!" 

"I will be your dog, I am your slave dog!" 

"Please... forgive me... forgive the slave dog!" 

"Boom boom boom!" 
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Ye Liang completely collapsed. He kept bowing and kowtow, his nose and tears were all over his face, 

where there was a handsome boy brother. 

Compared with before, Ye Liang is more than a different person? 

With such a huge contrast, even Lu Gong looked dull! 

"Do you think it looks good?" 

Su Lang glanced at Lu Yu, sarcastically. 

"No...no!" 

Lu Yun trembled in horror, and immediately he slowly fell to his knees, humblely crawling on the 

ground. 

When he fell in this field, he had no choice but to beg for mercy. 

"Actually, the two of you are not worthless." 

"If you can give me what I want, it's not impossible to deal with it leniently." 

Su Lang condescendingly looked down at the master and servants of Ye Liang and Lu Gong. 

And his words immediately gave Ye Liang and Lu Gong a hope in their hearts. 

"My lord, what do you want? As long as I can give it to you!" 

Ye Liang raised his head, his eyes glowed, and he looked at Su Lang very hopefully. 

"me too!" 

Lu Gong also eagerly bowed. 

"If this is the case, let's write down the exercises you know first." 

Su Lang smiled, throwing out two pens and a few blank notebooks. 

Before coming, Su Lang was already fighting the idea of these two people's exercises. 

However, although he possesses the ‘perfect plunder’ ability, he cannot plunder the enemy’s mind. 

The last time the dark snake stronghold guarded his body was also written by himself and stored next to 

him. 

Therefore, Su Lang prepared pens and notebooks. 

"I... I will write it!" 

Ye Liang picked up the pen and the notebook tremblingly, and began to write on it, shaking. 

Lu Gong was also frightened and began to write the techniques of his cultivation. 

Su Lang sat on the sofa in his spare time, looking indifferently at the two people lying on the ground 

writing exercises. 



After about half an hour, Ye Liang and Lu Gong stopped writing one after another. 

"Done? Bring it over!" 

Su Lang waved his hand, and Ye Liang and Lu Gong immediately got up from the ground and offered the 

notebook in their hands. 

There are six exercises in total, two more than what Su Lang saw through the attribute panel. 

I think it should be Ye Liang and two of them in their minds, but they didn't practice a successful 

technique. 

"Very well, I originally planned to make you better than dead." 

"Now your good performance has won you the opportunity to be treated with leniency." 

Su Lang stood up, smiled and drew out Xueliang's Tang Sword, "Then, I will give you a good time." 

"what!?" 

"You...you said...forgive me!" 

Ye Liang trembled all over, stuttering with fear. 

"Oh, I'm talking about lenient treatment." 

Su Lang sneered, "With the blood and blood of you and mine, you will be regarded as merciful until you 

are too late." 

"You're fat, you chopsticks!" 

"Lu Gong, hurry, protect me from escape!" 

"Once you successfully escape, not only you but your family will receive a huge reward!" 

Seeing that he still couldn't escape to death, Ye Liang suddenly decided to jump the wall. 

But Lu Gong had obviously lost the heart to resist. 

"My lord, spare your life, everything is led by Ye Liang!" 

"And I haven't been involved from beginning to end. I am willing to sever the relationship with Ye Liang 

and the Ye Family. Please forgive me!" 

Lu Yan was still prostrate on the ground and kept kowtow, begging on his face. 

"Lu Gong..." 

Seeing this scene, Ye Liang was desperate to suffocation. 

"Well, stop talking nonsense!" 

Su Lang raised the Tang Dao high, a hint of comfort emerged from the corner of his mouth, "Accept it, 

my revenge." 



"Do not--!" 

Chapter 44: Regain the Thunder Attribute Technique 

Ye Liang's miserable howl before his death came to an abrupt end as the blade light fell. 

The headless corpse fell down suddenly, and a skull rolled in front of Lu Yu, his eyes full of unwillingness 

and despair. 

"Hi...whee..." 

Looking at Ye Liang's head, Lu Yun was shocked, even his breathing was trembling. 

Ye Family Sixth Young Master. 

His identity is the first-class honor in the Red Maple stronghold. 

When was he also honored to be the personal guard of the sixth master of the Ye Family. 

But at this time, the lofty Sixth Young Master of the Ye Family was slaughtered off his head like a salted 

fish. 

"Big... Your lord... forgive me..." 

Lu Gong raised his head tremblingly, and muddy tears flowed from his old eyes. 

In fact, with his strength, he may not be able to fight back and survive, but he has been scared and 

completely lost the heart of resistance. 

"You saw what I looked like, and your family is still in the hands of the Ye family." 

Su Lang said coldly, "Do you think I can trust you?" 

Lu Gong shook his whole body and knocked to the ground with tears streaming down his face. 

"Huh!" 

The light of the knife passed in a flash, and Lu Gong gave him the lead! 

Su Lang pulled the knife, shook off the blood on the blade, and immediately put the knife into its sheath. 

Next, it's time to harvest gold coins. 

The box contained 1265 gold coins. 

Counting the wealth found from Ye Liang, Lu Gong, and everyone from the Broken Axe Hunting Group, it 

reached 4,232! 

"Hehehe, not bad, not bad!" 

Seeing the increasingly plump numbers, Su Lang smiled satisfied. 

Afterwards, he changed back to his original clothes and quietly left the Golden Fruit Building, which was 

full of dead people. 
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As for the avatar, it was left alone, and Su Lang simply sent it outside the barrier to explore and hunt the 

E-class fierce beast. 

After returning to the hotel, Su Lang immediately took out the six exercises contributed by Ye Liang and 

Lu Gong. 

All six exercises are elementary exercises. 

Three exercises for the body, two exercises for weapons, and one exercise for attributes. 

What surprised Su Lang was that this attribute technique was also a thunder attribute technique! 

And its name is similar to "Lei Si Zhen Jue", called "Lei Guang Zhen Jue"! 

"I wonder what is the connection between the two?" 

Su Lang couldn't wait to open "Lei Guang Zhen Jue" and read it. 

After reading it roughly, Su Lang immediately replaced the "Lei Si Zhen Jue" on the Wushu villain with 

"Lei Guang Zhen Jue". 

"Ding! The practice method was replaced with "Lei Guang Zhen Jue"!" 

At the same time, the twisted Leis in the hands of the villain Xiwu disappeared. 

Instead, two groups of indeterminate thunders appeared under its feet! 

Su Lang stared at the villain Xiwu closely and waited excitedly. 

About ten minutes passed. 

"Ding! "The True Art of Lightning" has reached the entry level." 

A large number of thunder attribute profound meanings were instilled, and Su Lang's control of 

"Thunder Light True Art" immediately reached the entry level. 

"This turned out to be an attribute technique for improving the body technique!" 

"Furthermore, it belongs to a more advanced technique of thunder attribute with "True Resi"!" 

Su Lang's eyes glowed and he was too excited to contain himself. 

The True Secret of Lei Si and the True Secret of Lei Guang were born from the same source, 

complemented each other, and greatly increased their power. 

Su Lang practiced two exercises at the same time, this is not as simple as 1+1=2, at least it is equal to 3! 

"Try it!" 

With a thought in Su Lang, the aura in his body revolved frantically, and his feet were gradually covered 

by a layer of thunder light that flickered. 

In the next second, Su Lang took a gentle step and rushed out like an arrow, almost hitting the wall! 

"Lying down, this technique is terrifying!?" 



Su Lang was so surprised that he felt that his speed was at least twice as fast as before! 

Immediately afterwards, he drew out the Tang Knife, a large amount of Lei Si flowed into the blade from 

his hand, with extraordinary power. 

These laces are obviously denser and more active than before, and their intensity has increased a lot. 

"awesome!" 

Su Lang showed a bright smile, and immediately turned his gaze to the other 5 exercises—— 

"Turtle Breath Forging Body Jue", "Firmly Locking Body Jue", "Rain Step Method", "Floating Willow 

Sword Technique" and "Flying Flower Slashing Shadow Sword" 

Chapter 45: Soaring combat power 

"Three body-building exercises, two weapon exercises..." 

Su Lang smiled, "I don't know how far my combat power can be raised by practicing these five exercises 

to the entry level?" 

Next, Su Lang placed these 5 exercises on the practicing villain one after another, practicing them all to 

the entry level! 

After changing the one-key exercise technique to "Leisi True Secret Technique" again, Su Lang called the 

attribute panel. 

[Name]: Su Lang 

[Race]: human 

[Qualification Level]: Turbidity 

[Realm level]: Elementary warrior 

[Attack Level]: Senior Warrior+ 

[Defense level]: Intermediate warrior 

[Shenfa Level]: Senior Warrior- 

[Endurance Level]: Intermediate Warrior 

[Mastering the exercises]: Boundless Heart Sutra, Lei Guang Zhen Jue (Elementary, Elementary), Lei Si 

Zhen Jue (Elementary, Elementary); 

Feihua Shadow Slashing Sword (Elementary, Elementary), Ghost Moon Blade Technique (Elementary, 

Elementary), Baiyu Footwork (Elementary, Elementary); 

Stepping in the Rain (Elementary, Elementary), Immovable Body Locking Technique (Elementary, 

Elementary), Floating Willow Sword Technique (Elementary, Elementary), Tortoise Body Exercise 

(Elementary, Elementary), Guiyuan Exercise (Elementary, Elementary) . 
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[Activated system functions]: One-key training function (level 3), one-key martial arts function (level 3), 

avatar dispatch function (level 2) 

"Advanced warrior+? Hey!" 

Su Lang couldn't help laughing with excitement, "Moreover, she has reached a senior martial artist-! 

With such a strength, I can almost cross two small levels to single-handedly challenge a high-level 

warrior, so cool! " 

But after being excited, Su Lang also found a problem. 

That is, with the improvement of his combat power, the improvement of the entry-level elementary 

skills has begun to shrink! 

"You still have to let the exercises advance to Xiaocheng level earlier." 

Su Lang pondered, and asked, "System, how long will it take for Lei Si's True Art to be promoted to 

Xiaocheng?" 

"Host, Reese Real Technique can be promoted to Xiaocheng in just 46 hours." 

"46 hours? It only takes two days for my cultivation to be promoted directly to the Intermediate Martial 

Artist." 

Su Lang pondered, "The cultivation realm is the most basic and the most important. It takes about the 

time, or the benefit of improving the cultivation realm is greater!" 

Thinking of this, Su Lang decided to give priority to upgrading the one-key practice function next time. 

"To upgrade the function, you still need gold coins..." 

When he thinks of money, Su Lang feels that he is clinking poor. 

Although he had just received three or four thousand gold coins, he was still half way short of 10,000 

gold coins! 

At this moment, two people in the corridor outside walked over while talking. 

One person said mysteriously: "I heard no, Jin Guo Building was slaughtered!" 

"What? The Golden Fruit Building was slaughtered? Who would dare to do it in the city?" 

"They are not afraid of the Alliance law enforcement? And it was the Golden Fruit Building of the Broken 

Axe Hunting Group that killed them? 

"I know that there are people from the Ye family behind the Broken Axe Hunting Group. This force who 

dares to slaughter the Golden Fruit Building is really crazy!" 

The other person asked incredulously. 

The man continued to say mysteriously: "Hey, isn't it crazy! 



Did you know that in addition to the members of the Broken Axe Hunting Group, the sixth young master 

of the Ye Family and his servants also died in the Golden Fruit Building! " 

"what did you say!?" 

"The sixth young master of the Ye family is also dead?" 

The other person couldn't help clapping his hands, "This is to offend Ye Family to death! It's so 

awesome!" 

The mysterious person smiled and said, "Isn't it? I said that the Ye family stronghold was also destroyed 

before? I guess it was the same force! 

And I think it was a good kill. Ye Family and Broken Axe Hunting Group should all go to **** long ago. " 

"Shhh, keep it quiet, but they are really happy when they are destroyed! Heroes!" 

The two of them kept exclaiming, never expecting that the protagonist in the incident would be listening 

happily in the next room. 

Su Lang smiled lightly: "It seems that I did a good thing to destroy the Broken Axe Hunting Group." 

But at this moment, he was taken aback by what the outsiders said. 

One person said: "It's a hero, but it's a pity that the Ye Family has already joined forces with the Warrior 

Alliance to investigate this matter." 

It is said that they have mobilized many people who are proficient in investigation and found many 

traces. 

If the people of that power are still in the city, they will definitely not escape! " 

Another person said: "Then we can only pray that they can escape smoothly. Let's not talk about this. 

Why haven't the two we dated last time come?" 

"I don't know, maybe it's coming soon, hehe..." 

"..." 

Chapter 46: Ye Jia 

The outside voice drifted away, and Su Lang also completely calmed down. 

After a while, he left the hotel directly and walked towards the tower hall. 

Su Lang knew that although his strength was comparable to a senior warrior, and there were two clones 

of the same level, it was still a very risky thing to continue to stay in the city. 

Therefore, he intends to move the place of trouble to outside the city again. 

With such a big event in the city, the city gate hall has been under martial law. 

The people who wanted to leave the city formed a long line, and almost everyone was talking about the 

destruction of the Ye family stronghold and the massacre of the Jin Guo Building. 
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Su Lang observed in a very low-key manner and found that everyone had to be questioned many times 

and had to verify their ID cards before they were allowed to travel. 

"It was a bit risky to go to the inspection like this." 

Su Lang rolled his eyes and dispatched a hunting clone to the vicinity of the Golden Fruit Building. 

He specifically asked the clone to run into the corner of the pan, pretending to be evading pursuit, and 

then deliberately let some people see it. 

"There should be good news in a minute." 

Su Lang clicked the corner of his mouth and found a cool place to close his eyes and rest. 

Sure enough, news gradually spread that the murderer who slaughtered the Golden Fruit Building had 

revealed his traces. 

Even the people in the tower hall know it. 

At this time, people expressed dissatisfaction with the strict inspection process. 

"Oh, the murderer has all appeared. At the Golden Fruit Building, why are you checking?" 

"That is, how can I still slaughter the Golden Fruit Building if I am an advanced body tempering?" 

"Quickly, my wife is injured outside the city, I want to give her medicine!" 

"..." 

Everyone was filled with outrage and demanded to simplify the inspection procedures. 

After discussing with the staff of the Warrior Alliance, they decided to let the junior fighters and their 

subordinates pass the inspection directly. 

So, Su Lang went out of town smoothly! 

Who makes his aura fluctuations just a junior warrior? 

"Hey, the sky is high for birds to fly, and the sea is wide for fish to swim." 

Walking on the small road outside the city, Su Lang raised the corner of his mouth, and then sent the 

clone in the city to hunt outside the city again. 

"Ding! You get Silver Shadow Jackal Tusk*4, Silver Shadow Jackal Fur*1, Silver Shadow Jackal Claws*4, 

Silver Shadow Jackal Flesh*6..." 

"Ding! You get..." 

"Silver Shadow Jackal!" 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows happily, "This is a warrior-level fierce beast, each worth an average of 5 

gold coins, cool, so cool!" 

... 



At this time, Ye Family Mansion, in the study. 

"Who is it!?" 

"Dare to destroy my stronghold and kill my grandson?" 

Ye Family Patriarch, Ye Feizhang's face was as cold as ice, and a fire of anger was brewing in his eyes. 

In the stronghold of Red Maple City, no one dared to offend the majesty of the Ye Family for a long, long 

time! 

But now in just two days, someone has caused two attacks against the Ye family under his nose, and 

killed one of his grandsons. 

This is too rampant, too pretentious! 

"Father, I have blocked the airport and city gates!" 

"The murderer is in the city, I will definitely catch him and make him regret coming to this world!" 

Ye Xiangming's eyes were about to split, and a killing intent burst out of his body. 

To say that the heart of revenge is the most urgent thing than Ye Xiangming, because he is Ye Liang's 

father! 

The pain of losing his son almost made him crazy! 

"Within three days, I want this person to kneel before me and confess!" 

Ye Feizhang waved his hand coldly, then turned and left. 

Immediately afterwards, Ye Xiangming took a deep breath and walked out of the study. 

In the courtyard outside the study were eight people, six senior martial artists, and two martial arts 

masters. 

Ye Tian, who had hunted down Su Lang's clone, was among them. 

"Patriarch said, I caught that doggone within three days!" 

Ye Xiangming tried to suppress his anger and maintained his demeanor, "How are you deploying!?" 

"The Warrior League has already sent a lot of people." 

"Bao family, Yu family also stated that they would pay attention to the traces of the murderer." 

"In addition, we have released a high-stakes reward, and almost everyone in the city is our eyeliner!" 

Ye Tian stepped forward, "Under our net of heaven and earth, the murderer cannot escape, and the 

dignity of my Ye family will definitely be preserved!" 

"well!" 

Ye Xiangming's face showed a trace of hideous ferocity, "When the time comes, I will use the most cruel 

punishment to make him survive and die!" 



Chapter 47: Oh, acquaintance! 

Walking on the small road outside the city, Su Lang felt very happy. 

Ye Jia was furious, although he could not see it, but he could guess it! 

"A little appetizer, I hope you like it!" 

Su Lang ticked the corner of his mouth, took out the map and opened it, "Next, it's time for the big 

dishes!" 

The murderous revenge is revenge, but the revenge of the former parents has not yet been reported! 

Those in the Ye family who didn't take human life seriously were still domineering and happy, which was 

absolutely unbearable. 

What's more, Su Lang destroyed a stronghold of the Ye family and also killed Ye Liang. This hatred is no 

longer a commonplace! 

Even if Su Lang no longer troubles the Ye Family, the Ye Family will bite him like crazy. 

Therefore, taking the initiative is an inevitable choice! 

"It's you, Golden Flame Leopard E-level stronghold!" 

Soon, Su Lang determined the next Ye family stronghold to be attacked, and dispatched a clone to 

investigate the situation first. 

At this moment, a group of people walked in the distance. 

Su Lang took a closer look, oh, acquaintance! 

The man with fancy braids walking in the middle of the crowd is not Yang Shi who is? 

At this time, Yang Shi also saw Su Lang. 

"It's the little **** who humiliated me in the Hall of Martial Arts Alliance, Su Lang!" 

The enemy was extremely jealous when they saw each other, Yang Shi gritted his teeth, and 

immediately brought his guard to Su Lang with a sneer. 

The shame of yesterday is still fresh in his memory, and the incident is gradually spreading. 

Those opponents who didn't look right in the past did not humiliate him with this incident! 

This made Yang Shi want to find Su Lang immediately, smash him into pieces, and avenge him! 

So when he saw Su Lang at this time, he rushed up without hesitation, as if he was afraid that Su Lang 

would run away. 

"what!?" 

Gradually walking in, Yang Shi realized something was wrong. 

He felt the looming spiritual fluctuations in Su Lang! 
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"What's the matter? Did he break through to the martial artist?" 

"No, no, why am I crazy? He only broke through the Intermediate Tempering Body yesterday." 

At this time, the people around Yang Shi also noticed the fluctuations in Su Lang's body, and suddenly 

hesitated. 

"Master, that person is a warrior, I am afraid it was not the person who humiliated you yesterday." 

"Yes, young master, the master told us not to offend the martial artist easily." 

"..." 

Everyone persuaded them. 

"What are you afraid of?" 

"A little warrior, I can't afford to offend him?" 

"What if I admit it wrong? Who can move me?" 

"And he is not necessarily a martial artist, maybe he has some kind of treasure that can radiate spiritual 

energy fluctuations!" 

Thinking of this, Yang Shi's eyes suddenly flashed, and the pace under his feet became faster and faster. 

The others had no choice but to follow. 

Soon, Yang Shi and the five people came to Su Lang. 

"Here, brother?" 

Su Lang hooked his mouth and asked with a smile. 

"Let me get close!" 

Yang Shi glanced at Su Lang disdainfully, and...then he became even more surprised. 

Because he discovered that the aura fluctuations on Su Lang's body were really martial arts fluctuations, 

not the treasures that he had guessed that could emit aura fluctuations! 

Across such a short distance, the unique aura fluctuations of that elementary martial artist's fluctuations 

absolutely cannot be faked. 

"You...you!! Have you really broken into the realm of warriors?" 

Yang Shi's eyes widened in disbelief, as if he saw an alien. 

"Are you blind and can't see it?" 

When Su Lang looked at Yang lightly, a touch of playfulness appeared in the corner of his mouth. 

"This is impossible!" 



Yang Shi trembled and roared in fear: "You only broke through the Intermediate Body Tempering 

yesterday morning! It's only one day, how could you break into the realm of warriors!? 

No, this is not true, absolutely not true! I do not believe! " 

"Tsk tsk, can't stand this blow?" 

Su Lang sneered, "Then what do you do next? 

I said, don’t let me run into you again! 

But when you saw that I didn't go around, you rushed towards me. 

Don't you know that there is a saying-there is a way to heaven and you don't go, and there is no way to 

break in from hell? " 

"Huh, what is arrogant!?" 

Yang Shi's eyes were blood red, full of shock and jealousy: "Don't think you are a junior warrior, you can 

be rampant in front of me! 

I tell you, in any case, you are a waste in front of me, because you will be defeated by me and be 

tortured to death by me! " 

Although Su Lang is a junior warrior, he Yang Shi went out hunting this time but brought four junior 

warriors to ensure his safety! 

In his eyes, the four junior warriors can definitely beat Su Lang to the ground. 

Chapter 48: One second, one knife! 

"Oh, I'm so scared~" 

Su Lang sarcastically hugged his shoulders, "But what you said is really terrible, it suits you!" 

"You bitch, what am I going to kill you!" 

Yang Shi was so angry that Qiqiao made smoke, his face was distorted, and he turned and roared, "What 

are you doing in a daze? Give me up!" 

"Yes!" 

The four junior warriors immediately surrounded Su Lang. 

Although the master had ordered Yang Shi not to cause trouble everywhere. 

But now Yang Shi is so angry that he is about to explode, how can they stand by? 

And this is outside the city, kill it if you kill it. With the background of the Yang family, you won't be 

afraid. 

"Humph! Scared!" 

Yang Shi looked at Su Lang with a sneer, "If you kneel down and beg for mercy now, I can still consider 

forgiving you not to die." 
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"Kneel down!" 

"Our young master is not something you can afford!" 

"Kneel down quickly, otherwise don't blame us for being insignificant!" 

"Kneel down, hurry up!" 

The four guards also looked at Su Lang contemptuously, playing four against one, there was no suspense 

at all. 

"Hey, it's your misfortune that provokes me!" 

Su Lang sneered and pulled out Tang Dao directly. 

The sunlight shone on the blade, and the reflected light was extremely cold. 

Yang Shi and the four guards shivered at the same time, feeling a little bad. 

"Hurry up, what are you afraid of!?" 

"Give you three seconds and solve him for me!" 

Yang Shi gritted his teeth and shouted with his temples bulging. 

"kill!" 

The four guards roared and drew their swords to kill Su Lang. 

"I was shocked by this kind of stuff, really..." 

Seeing Su Lang who had nowhere to dodge in the shadow of the sword, Yang Shi couldn't help but 

breathe a sigh of relief. 

In just a few seconds, the other person will be hacked and cannot take care of themselves! 

Yang Shi seemed to have seen the scene where Su Lang was seriously injured and left him tortured. 

He couldn't help showing a cruel smile at the thought of that happy feeling. 

But the next moment, his smile instantly stiffened 

——In his pupils, a blade of light shrouded in thunder was reflected, and four figures flying upside down! 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The four warriors fell to the ground in different postures, constantly screaming. 

One second, only one second, one knife, only one knife! 

Yang Shi's four martial artist-level subordinates were all defeated and seriously injured, dying and 

wailing! 

"How could this be? Am I dreaming?" 



Yang Shi murmured in disbelief, it was a battle without suspense, but it turned out that his subordinates 

were dealt with by a single blow! 

"Are you dreaming, feel it yourself!" 

Su Lang took a step with a sneer, and came to Yang Shi like the wind, raising his hand to slap in the face! 

"Snapped!" 

Yang Shi, who was just a quasi-war fighter, couldn't even see Su Lang's movements clearly, so he spun 

and flew out. 

"what--!!" 

"It hurts, my face, my face!" 

Yang Shi fell to the ground and fell a dog to eat shit. The intense pain made him instinctively cover the 

painful area and scream. 

At this time, half of his face was completely swollen, and blood was flowing from his ears, nose, and 

mouth. 

And this is the result of Su Lang's resignation! 

Otherwise, with the attack level of Su Lang Senior Martial Artist +, this slap could blow Yang Shi's head 

alive! 

"Ah! It hurts! Blood... I bleed!" 

Yang Shi touched a handful of his own blood, and he burst into tears with horror. 

"So waste? The main show hasn't started yet!" 

Su Lang sneered and walked slowly towards Yang Shi. 

"No, don't come over!" 

"Go away! Go away, you devil!" 

"Ah--! I don't want to die!" 

The sound of Su Lang's footsteps slammed into Yang Shi's heart like a death bell, and his fright was 

about to explode. 

"It will be tortured in every possible way!" 

Su Lang walked in front of Yang Shi, his toes were only a few centimeters away from Yang Shi's face. 

"No! Please give me a chance, I won't dare anymore!" 

Yang Shi cried, "I really know that I was wrong, Master Su, please spare me!" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth hooked: "It's not impossible to want me to spare you. It depends on how 

much money you can afford." 



With four junior warriors as guards, the Yang family where Yang Shi was definitely rich was also rich, 

which made it difficult for Su Lang, who was too poor to refuse! 

Chapter 49: The lion has a big mouth 

"I have five spirit stones, and I still have a lot of money in my family!" 

Yang Shi hurriedly shouted, "I am the eldest young master at home, they will give you as much money as 

you want!" 

"Tsk tsk, with so much money, why did you still get any allowance at the beginning? Fortunately, it 

provokes me to death." 

Su Lang shrugged his shoulders with a smile, "Okay, stop talking nonsense, immediately let your family 

get 200,000 gold coins!" 

Yang Family can send four warriors to protect Yang Shi, which is definitely the big family second only to 

Ye Family. 

Therefore, Su Lang directly opened his mouth and asked for 200,000 gold coins! 

"200,000 gold coins!?" 

Yang Shi trembled, his face twitched 

Even if it is the accumulation of the Yang family for many years, 200,000 gold coins are definitely most of 

the savings! 

"What? You are not worth the price?" 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows, "Forget it, you go to die." 

As he said, he raised the Tang Sword that was surrounded by thunder and lightning. 

"no, do not want!" 

Yang Shi shouted in horror, "200,000 is 200,000! My father will definitely give it! I am my father's only 

son!" 

"Deal!" 

Su Lang hooked the corner of his mouth, and put the knife into its sheath. 

In fact, he was completely open to the lion's mouth, and it was a surprise to get 100,000, and 200,000 

was beyond imagination. 

With this money, the three system functions can be upgraded again, and Su Lang's strength 

improvement speed will be crazy multiplied by that time! 

"Thank you Master Su for sparing my life! Thank you, thank you!" 

Saved his life, Yang Shi cried bitterly with excitement and kept knocking on his head. 

No need to die at last! 
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Although after this incident, a cruel family law is indispensable, maybe it will be peeling off. 

But he saved his life, he can still enjoy the beauty of wealth and power, and can still step on the heads of 

ordinary people to dominate. 

"Okay, get all up for me." 

Su Lang gave a faint drink, and Yang Shi and the others immediately trembled, resisting the pain and got 

up from the ground. 

"you!" 

Su Lang pointed to a guard whose legs were intact and said, "You go report it. 

Let the Yang family prepare 200,000 gold coins and send an official warrior to the red forest in the E-

level Qingkan Deer area within half a day. 

If no one comes over the time, or if your Yang family dares to play any tricks, your young master will die 

very miserably! 

At that time, I will return his head to the Yang family so that you can sweep the Yang family's majesty 

and make people laugh! " 

Of course, Su Lang would not take the risk with his body, and just hand it over to the clone. 

The Qingkan Deer area is the place where the clone hunt is currently located, and there is no stronghold 

in that place. 

"Yes! Great...sir, I'll go report!" 

The guard nodded hurriedly, and then ran towards the barrier. 

"Let's go." 

Su Lang turned and walked forward. 

"what!?" 

Yang Shi was stunned, and said cautiously, "Master Su...that's not the direction to the Qingkanlu area." 

"Who said I'm going to Qingkanlu area?" 

Su Lang glanced at Yang Shi faintly, "Besides, did I allow you to speak?" 

"Yes, sorry... I was wrong!" 

Yang Shi's neck shrank in fright, like a tortoise. 

He closed his mouth tightly, and followed Su Lang among the three seriously injured guards. 

Only in this way can he feel a little safe. 

Soon, Su Lang took Yang Shi and the four to a very remote mountain stream. 

"Clone dispatch!" 



Su Lang thought, and the clone hunting in the Qingkanlu area immediately condensed in front of him. 

"This is... black robe and white face!?" 

Yang Shi and others looked like a ghost, their eyes widened! 

They only heard that a Ye family stronghold was destroyed by a black-robed and white-faced madman 

before they decided to return to the city. 

But at this time, the black-robed and white-faced fanatic actually appeared in front of them. 

And it still appeared in such an incredible way! 

In addition, watching him stand with his hands down and say nothing, it looks like a subordinate! 

"Could it be that this black robe madman is actually Su Lang's subordinate!?" 

This thought appeared in the minds of the four Yang Shi at the same time, making their faces dull and 

shocked. 

It's already incredible to break through the martial artist from the body tempering in less than a day. 

At this time, this Su Lang had such a weird subordinate! 

Too unreasonable, too incredible! 

What is Su Lang's background? ? 

Chapter 50: Eyeballs are going to burst 

metamorphosis? evildoer? 

It doesn't seem to be enough to describe Su Lang! 

Looking at the young boy in front of him, Yang Shi and others were completely speechless. 

"Next, my underlings will lead you to the Qingkanlu area." 

Su Lang said lightly, "And before that, hand over all your belongings and silently write down all the 

techniques you know!" 

After speaking, he threw out his pen and blank book. 

"Yes...sir!" 

Yang Shi and the others did not dare to disobey at all, and immediately handed over their belongings, 

and then began to silently write the exercises. 

After Su Lang deposited it in the system space, more than 600 gold coins were added immediately after 

the gold coin icon. 

And the total number of gold coins has reached five thousand! 

Not long after, Yang Shi finished writing the exercises silently and handed them to Su Lang tremblingly. 
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Excluding the Boundless Heart Sutra and Guiyuan Body Exercise Jue, there are a total of three exercises, 

all of which are primary exercises. 

"It just happens that my defense and endurance are a bit slow, and I can make up for it now!" 

Su Lang smiled faintly, and immediately began to read the exercises. 

The first part is called "Recovering Spiritual Forging Body Art", which specifically amplifies the recovery 

speed of spiritual power and improves endurance. 

The second part is called "Golden Body Forging Bone Secret Art", which specializes in strengthening 

bones and enhancing defense. 

The third part is called "Rock Forging Body Art", which is also a technique for increasing defense power. 

After reading the three exercises, Su Lang condensed a thunder and lightning, and burned all the books. 

"hiss...!" 

Seeing the thunder and lightning in Su Lang's hands, Yang Shi and the others couldn't help but shiver. 

That's an attribute technique. I don't know how much time and effort it takes to cultivate successfully. 

But this Su Lang actually succeeded in practicing at the junior warrior stage, which is incredible. 

However, what they did not expect is that even more incredible things are still to come. 

"System, replace "Lei Guang Zhen Jue" with "Returning Spiritual Forging Body Jue"." 

Su Lang's thoughts sank into the mysterious black space and immediately issued the order. 

"Ding! The practice method is replaced with "Returning Spiritual Training"!" 

After being prompted by the system, the Wushu villain changed his movements and began to make 

various twisted poses. 

After a few minutes. 

"Ding! "Returning Spiritual Forging Body Art" has reached the entry level!" 

Su Lang only felt his body warmed, and the spiritual power in the meridians seemed to become 

stronger. 

Immediately afterwards, he immediately replaced the "Golden Body Forging Body Art" with "Golden 

Body Forging Bone Art" without any muddle. 

After the introduction of "Golden Body Forging Bone Secret Art", he immediately changed to "Panshi 

Forging Body Art". 

In less than ten minutes, Su Lang had practiced all three elementary exercises to the entry level! 

At this time, the aura on his body also became thicker, and he seemed to have a sense of 

motionlessness. 

This kind of breath made Yang Shi and the others stare! 



"This is... the feeling of getting started with the Rock Body Forging Technique!" 

"There is also a breath of introductory golden body forging bone tactics!" 

"Hui Ling's Body Forging Art has also started!" 

"Moreover, how come the aura on his black robe subordinates has become stronger!?" 

"What the **** is going on?" 

"It's incredible!" 

The four of Yang Shi had their mouths wide open, with their chins hanging, looking at Su Lang like a 

monster. 

At this moment they were all wondering if Su Lang was a human being! 

Su Lang glanced at them, a faint smile was drawn at the corner of his mouth. 

Immediately, after changing the one-key exercise technique to "Lei Guang Zhen Jue", he called out the 

attribute panel. 

[Name]: Su Lang 

[Race]: human 

[Qualification Level]: Turbidity 

[Realm level]: Elementary warrior 

[Attack level]: Peak Warrior 

[Defensive Level]: Senior Warrior 

[Shenfa Level]: Senior Warrior 

[Endurance Level]: Senior Warrior 

[Mastering the exercises]: Boundless Heart Sutra, Thunder Light True Jue (Elementary, Elementary), Lei 

Si Zhen Jue (Elementary, Elementary); Feihua Shadow Cutting Sword (Elementary, Elementary), Ghost 

Moon Blade Technique (Elementary, Elementary); 

Baiyu Footwork (Elementary, Elementary), Stepping Rain Footwork (Elementary, Elementary); 

Immobility Locking Body (Elementary, Elementary), Piaoliu Sword Technique (Elementary, Elementary); 

Turtle Body Forging Technique (Beginner, Elementary), Guiyuan Forging Technique (Elementary, 

Elementary); Spiritual Forging Technique (Elementary, Elementary), Golden Body Forging Technique 

(Elementary, Elementary), Rock Forging Technique (Elementary) ,getting Started) 

[Activated system functions]: One-key training function (level 3), one-key martial arts function (level 3), 

avatar dispatch function (level 2) 

 


